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ANTICHAIN CUTSETS OF STRONGLY CONNECTED
POSETS
STEPHAN FOLDES AND RUSS WOODROOFE
Abstract. Rival and Zaguia showed that the antichain cutsets of
a finite Boolean lattice are exactly the level sets. We show that a
similar characterization of antichain cutsets holds for any strongly
connected poset of locally finite height. As a corollary, we charac-
terize the antichain cutsets in semimodular lattices, supersolvable
lattices, Bruhat orders, locally shellable lattices, and many more.
We also consider a generalization to strongly connected d-uniform
hypergraphs.
1. Introduction
An antichain cutset in a poset P is a set of elements that intersects
each maximal chain in exactly one element. For example, in a graded
poset, any level set (consisting of all elements of a specified rank) is
an antichain cutset. Rival and Zaguia showed [18, Theorem 4] that for
a finite Boolean lattice the converse holds: every antichain cutset is a
level set. Other papers discussing antichain cutsets include [2, 16, 11,
13, 19]; antichain cutsets also appear in Rota’s well-known Crosscut
Theorem [8, 24].
The purpose of the current paper is to generalize this converse result
of Rival and Zaguia to wide families of finite and infinite posets. A
poset P is said to be strongly connected if for any two maximal chains
c and d there is a sequence of maximal chains
c = c(0), c(1), c(2), . . . , c(n) = d
such that the symmetric difference of c(i) and c(i+1) has cardinality two.
Then:
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Theorem 1. If a poset P is strongly connected with distinct antichain
cutsets A and B, then A and B are disjoint.
Theorem 1 will follow immediately from the somewhat stronger The-
orem 5. We note that Theorem 1 holds for any poset, with no assump-
tion that the poset is discrete or graded.
In the case of a discrete poset we can say more:
Theorem 2. If a discrete poset P is strongly connected, then the an-
tichain cutsets of P are exactly the level sets.
We contrast Theorem 2 with the result of Behrendt [2] that any
lattice may be obtained as the “lattice of antichain cutsets” of a poset
with height 3. In the situation of Theorem 2, the lattice of antichain
cutsets is a chain.
The term “strongly connected” comes from a relationship with ge-
ometry, and from the geometric combinatorics literature we obtain a
large list of examples:
Proposition 3. Let P be any locally finite height semimodular lattice
or supersolvable lattice, or a Bruhat order of any Coxeter group, or
any graded EL-shellable/shellable/Cohen-Macaulay poset. Then the
antichain cutsets of P are exactly the level sets.
The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section,
we introduce additional useful terminology for posets. In Section 2 we
prove Theorems 1 and 2. In Section 3 we make the connection with
geometric combinatorics, and prove Proposition 3. We close in Section
4 by briefly sketching a generalization to uniform hypergraphs.
The paper incorporates and expands upon [12].
1.1. Terminology and notation. For any poset P , the length of a
finite chain c is one less than the cardinality of c. The height of P is
the supremum of lengths over all finite chains in P .
Let X be some poset property, such as finiteness or strong connectiv-
ity. We say that P is locally X if every interval [a, b] in P has property
X . For example, a poset is locally strongly connected if every interval
is strongly connected, and has locally finite height if every interval has
finite height.
We say that P is pairwise-locally X if for all x, y ∈ P there is some
interval containing x and y that has property X . It is obvious that if
X is a property closed under taking subintervals, then locally X and
pairwise-locally X are equivalent for lattices, but this does not hold
for general posets. We remark that pairwise-locally X already requires
that any x and y have some upper and lower bound.
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A poset is bounded if it has a greatest element 1ˆ and least element
0ˆ. If x < y, and if there is no z with x < z < y, then we write x ⋖ y,
and say that y covers x. If P has a least element 0ˆ, then the atoms of
P are the elements covering 0ˆ.
Example 4. Consider the poset E consisting of the natural numbers
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 30, 25, 200, 300, 600}, ordered by divisibility. It is easy to
verify that E is strongly connected, and since E is bounded, it is also
pairwise-locally strongly connected. On the other hand, the interval
[1, 200] is not strongly connected, so E is not locally strongly connected.
For any totally ordered set R, we define an R-grading or R-ranking
of a poset P to be a map ρ : P → R such that ρ restricts on each
maximal chain of P to an isomorphism (onto R). In a poset with
finite height n− 1, the existence of an R-grading (or more specifically
an [n]-grading, where [n] = {1, . . . , n}) is obviously equivalent to the
usual notion of gradedness as defined in e.g. [23]. More generally, a
similar equivalence holds in any poset with all nonempty chains having
a minimal element. A level set of a poset with an R-grading ρ is any
non-empty set of the form Lr = {x : ρ(x) = r}.
A poset is discrete if every interval has a maximal chain of finite
length: thus, in a discrete poset x < y if and only if there is a chain
of cover relations between the two. We caution that the definition of
discreteness for posets is not entirely consistent in the literature, and
that for example [24] defines discreteness to mean locally finite height, a
strictly stronger condition. This inconsistency should not be confusing,
as we will mostly consider R-graded posets, where discreteness and
locally finite height are equivalent.
For other standard poset notation and terminology, we refer to [23]
or [24].
2. Proof of Main Theorems
We prove a stronger variant of Theorem 1, which follows by adding
a 0ˆ and 1ˆ element if necessary:
Theorem 5. If P is a pairwise-locally strongly connected poset with
antichain cutsets A and B, then A and B are disjoint.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that A and B are antichain cutsets
with nontrivial intersection. If y ∈ A ∩B and z ∈ B \ A, then there is
some strongly connected interval I containing y and z, and it follows
easily that A ∩ I and B ∩ I are antichain cutsets for I.
Let M be the set of maximal chains on I that intersect B at a
member of A ∩ B, and N be the set of maximal chains on I that
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intersect B at a member of B \A. By construction bothM and N are
nonempty. Applying the strongly connected property to c ∈ M and
d ∈ N gives that there exist maximal chains m ∈M and n ∈ N such
that the symmetric difference of m and n is 2.
Let x be the unique element of m ∩ A = m ∩ B, and let a, b denote
respectively the unique elements of n ∩ A and n ∩ B = n ∩ (B \ A).
But then m \ {x} intersects neither A nor B, hence all of x, a, b are
contained in the symmetric difference ofm and n. It follows that a = b,
a contradiction. 
In the presence of an R-grading, we additionally have:
Theorem 6. If P is a pairwise-locally strongly connected and R-graded
poset (for some total order R), then the antichain cutsets of P are
exactly the level sets.
Proof. The level sets partition P , hence every antichain cutset inter-
sects some level set. Since a level set is an antichain cutset (by definition
of R-grading), the result follows from Theorem 5. 
To prove Theorem 2 it remains to show that every discrete strongly
connected poset is R-graded for some R. We start with a lemma:
Lemma 7. If m and n are maximal chains in a strongly connected
poset P , then m \ n and n \m have the same finite cardinality.
Proof. By strong connectivity, m and n differ by a finite number of
exchanges; each exchange alters the cardinality of |m \ n| and |n \m|
by the same number (0, 1, or −1). 
Corollary 8. If P is a discrete poset which is strongly connected, lo-
cally strongly connected, or pairwise-locally strongly connected, then
every interval of P is graded of finite height.
Lemma 9. Let P be a discrete and locally graded poset such that every
pair of elements x, y ∈ P have an upper bound and a lower bound in
common. Then P is R-graded for some R ⊆ Z.
Proof. Pick some x0 ∈ P and define ρ(x0) = 0. Then for any y ∈ P ,
there is a lower bound w and an upper bound z of x0 and y. We let
ρ(y) = height[w, y]−height[w, x0]. It is clear that ρ is injective on each
maximal chain of P , and any two maximal chains are mapped by ρ
onto the same subset of Z by the existence of common upper bounds.
It remains to check that ρ is well-defined, i.e., that it doesn’t depend
on the choice of w. But if we pick some other lower bound w′ of x0 and
y, then there is a lower bound v of w and w′, and then ρ restricts to a
(well-defined) finite height grading of [v, z]. 
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Corollary 10. If P is a discrete poset which is strongly connected or
pairwise-locally strongly connected, then P is R-graded for some R ⊆ Z.
Proof. For P pairwise-locally strongly connected this is immediate by
Lemma 9 with Corollary 8.
For P strongly connected, it is clear that all maximal chains are
isomorphic. If some pair of elements x and y fail to have a common
lower bound, then all maximal chains have a least element by an easy
application of Lemma 7. Then P ∪ {0ˆ} is discrete, and 0ˆ is a lower
bound for all elements. Similarly for upper bounds.
We augment P by 0ˆ and/or 1ˆ if necessary (as in the preceding para-
graph) to obtain a discrete poset P̂ where every pair of elements has
a common upper and lower bound. Since adding/deleting 0ˆ and/or 1ˆ
preserves strong connectivity, we obtain from Lemma 9 with Corollary
8 that P̂ is R-graded. The conclusion follows for P . 
3. Relationships with geometric combinatorics
3.1. Locally connected posets and their order complexes. The
name “strongly connected” comes from a relationship with geometric
combinatorics.
Recall that an (abstract) simplicial complex is a family of finite sets
(called faces) on a base set (called vertices) which is closed under in-
clusion, and that any abstract simplicial complex can be treated as a
topological space (specifically, a cell complex – see e.g. [14]) by identi-
fying each face σ having (n+1) points with an n-dimensional simplex.
The dimension of a simplicial complex is the supremum over all faces
of the dimension of this corresponding simplex.
A finite dimensional simplicial complex is strongly connected if for
every pair of facets (maximal faces) σ and τ , there is a sequence of facets
between σ and τ with each adjacent pair having symmetric difference
2. For example, any simplicial complex realizing a manifold is strongly
connected.
Associated with any finite height poset P is a simplicial complex
∆(P ) (the order complex ), where the vertices are the elements of P , and
the faces consist of all chains in P [25]. The poset properties of P are
closely related to the topological properties of ∆(P ): for example, the
Mo¨bius number µP (x, y) of a finite interval [x, y] is exactly the reduced
Euler characteristic χ˜(∆(x, y)). We remark that bounded posets are
contractible (such a poset P is a topological cone over ∆(P \ {0ˆ})), so
it is natural to consider open intervals or ∆(P \ {0ˆ, 1ˆ}).
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In particular, it is clear that a finite height poset P is strongly con-
nected in our sense if and only if ∆(P ) is strongly connected in the
simplicial complex sense.
We say that a poset P is connected if there is a sequence x = x0 ≤
x1 ≥ x2 ≤ . . . xn = y between any two elements x and y. In the
finite height case, this is equivalent to ∆(P ) being path-connected;
and in the discrete case it is equivalent to the Hasse diagram being
a connected graph. As before, a bounded poset or closed interval is
always connected, so to obtain non-trivial statements we remove 0ˆ and
1ˆ or consider open intervals.
The following generalization of [8, Proposition 11.7 and following]
(see also [15, Lemma 4.2]) to infinite posets is proved entirely similarly
to the finite case:
Lemma 11. If P is a bounded poset of finite height such that every
open interval (x, y) in P of nonzero height is connected, then P is
strongly connected.
We see from Example 4 that the sufficient condition of Lemma 11
is not necessary. We further comment that the result of Lemma 11
fails to hold in posets with infinite height, as the following example
demonstrates:
Example 12. Consider the lattice L = (N× N) ∪ 1ˆ. Every closed
interval is isomophic to either [n] × [m] or to L itself, hence every
open interval of nonzero height is connected. But there is no strongly
connected sequence interpolating between the chain {(a, 0) : a ∈ N}
and {(0, b) : b ∈ N}, as every interval of the form [(a0, 0), (an, 0)] is a
chain.
We comment that since N × N is locally strongly connected and
hence pairwise-locally strongly connected, the antichain cutsets of L
nonetheless consist exactly of the level sets.
Remark 13. Theorem 5 gives a connection between the combinatorics
of antichain cutsets in P and the topology of ∆(P ). Bell and Ginsburg
[3] (see also [13]) gave another topological condition, showing that a
certain space M(P ) is compact if and only if every x ∈ P is in some
finite antichain cutset. We are not aware of any connection between
the order complex and the topology considered by Bell and Ginsburg.
3.2. EL-labelings. An edge labeling of a locally finite height poset P
is a map λ from the cover relations of P (i.e., the edges of the Hasse
diagram) to some partially ordered set Λ, usually the integers. Edge
labelings associate a word of elements from Λ with every maximal chain
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on an interval of P , and we order such chains lexicographically by their
associated words. We say that λ has an ascent at y if λ(x⋖y) ≤ λ(y⋖z),
and a descent otherwise; a chain is ascending if every element other
than the top and bottom is an ascent.
An EL-labeling of a locally finite height poset P is an edge labeling
such that on every interval [x, y] of P :
(1) There is a unique ascending maximal chain a[x,y].
(2) The ascending chain a[x,y] lexicographically precedes all other
maximal chains on [x, y].
When P is infinite we also require the following, which we note to be
automatic in the finite case:
(3) The lexicographic order of maximal chains on [x, y] has a linear
extension which is a well-order.
Example 14. In a finite height semimodular lattice L, any (strict)
well-ordering ≺ of the join irreducible elements such that x < y implies
x ≺ y induces an EL-labeling with label set L. The labeling assigns to
x ⋖ y the first join irreducible z such that x ∨ z = y [21, Proposition
2.2].
A precursor to EL-labelings was introduced by Stanley [21] as a purely
combinatorial description of some similar behavior between geometric
lattices and subgroup lattices of supersolvable groups, and the defini-
tion as above was made and studied by Bjo¨rner [6], and Bjo¨rner and
Wachs [10]. The existence of an EL-labeling has strong consequences
for the topology of ∆(P ), and we recommend [25] for a highly readable
account of this.
One such consequence is the following:
Lemma 15. If P is a bounded poset which is graded of finite height
and admits an EL-labeling, then P is strongly connected.
Proof. It suffices to show that there is a sequence as in the definition
of strong connectivity from any chain c to the unique ascending chain
a[0ˆ,1ˆ]. Suppose that c = {0ˆ = y0 ⋖ y1 ⋖ · · · ⋖ yn = 1ˆ} has a descent
at yi. Then applying the EL-labeling property on [yi−1, yi+1] allows us
to replace yi with a y
′
i so that c
′ = (c \ yi) ∪ y
′
i has an ascent at y
′
i,
and we notice that c and c′ have symmetric difference two. Since c′
lexicographically precedes c, repeating this process leaves us with a[0ˆ,1ˆ]
after a finite number of steps (by the well-ordering condition). 
Corollary 16. If P is a locally finite height R-graded lattice with an
EL-labeling, then the antichain cutsets of P are exactly the level sets.
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Proof. Apply Lemma 15, then Theorem 6. 
Remark 17. Although the proofs become less elementary, the conse-
quence of Lemma 15 holds more generally for the class of Cohen-
Macaulay posets, as discussed below in Section 3.3.
3.3. Shellable and Cohen-Macaulay complexes . We very briefly
discuss some closely related properties implied by the existence of an
EL-labeling. For further background, refer to [25] for finite posets,
and [7, especially Remark 4.21] for the infinite (but finite height) case.
Another related work [1] considers locally finite shellable posets from
an algebraic point of view.
A finite height poset is shellable if there is a well-ordering ≺ (called
a shelling) of the maximal chains of P such that if c ≺ d then there is
some c′ ≺ d with c ∩ d ⊆ c′ ∩ d = d \ {x} for some x. Every interval
of a shellable poset is also shellable. For example, if P is a bounded
poset of finite height admitting an EL-labeling, then (a well-ordered
linear extension of) the lexicographic order is a shelling. As a result,
posets with an EL-labeling are often referred to as EL-shellable. The
proof of Lemma 15 adapts straightforwardly to shellable posets.
A finite height poset is Cohen-Macaulay if it obeys a certain tech-
nical condition involving vanishing homology groups in low dimension
for every interval – the details will not be important here, except to
note that every graded shellable poset is Cohen-Macaulay. A Cohen-
Macaulay poset has the property that every open interval of nonzero
height is connected, hence by Lemma 11 a Cohen-Macaulay poset is
strongly connected.
We summarize the chain of implications for a finite height graded
poset:
bounded + admits EL-labeling =⇒ shellable =⇒ Cohen-Macaulay
=⇒ strongly connected,
and comment that each implication is strict.
Corollary 18. If P is a Cohen-Macaulay poset (more generally, a
pairwise-locally Cohen-Macaulay poset), then the antichain cutsets of
P are exactly the level sets.
3.4. Examples. There is a vast literature on finite or locally finite
posets and lattices with EL-labelings and/or shellings, as we touch
upon in Proposition 3.
Example 19 (Discrete semimodular lattices). As previously mentioned,
any finite height semimodular lattice admits an EL-labeling. Thus, a
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discrete (equivalently locally finite height) semimodular lattice has an
EL-labeling in every interval, so is locally strongly connected. As such
a lattice is well-known to be R-graded (for some R ⊆ Z), the antichain
cutsets of a discrete semimodular lattice are exactly the level sets. Thus
the result of [12] is recovered.
As a special case, the lattice of flats of any matroid has antichain
cutsets consisting exactly of its level sets.
The subgroup lattice L(G) of a group G consists of all subgroups of
G, ordered by inclusion.
Example 20 (Supersolvable lattices). A finite height lattice is super-
solvable if it has height n, and has an EL-labeling which labels every
maximal chain with a permutation of [n] [20, 17]. It follows that a
supersolvable lattice is necessarily graded, and so has antichain cutsets
consisting exactly of the level sets. Examples of supersolvable lattices
include subgroup lattices of finite supersolvable groups, as well as par-
tition lattices [20].
In particular, the subspace lattice of a finite vector space is both
(semi-)modular and supersolvable. Hence we immediately obtain a q-
analogue of [18, Theorem 4]: the antichain cutsets of the subspace
lattice of any finite vector space are exactly the level sets.
We also obtain that the subgroup lattice of Z has antichain cutsets
consisting exactly of its level sets, as L(Z) is (Z− ∪ 0ˆ)-graded and
every interval of L(Z) \ {0ˆ} is finite and supersolvable (and indeed
distributive).
Example 21 (Bruhat order). Let W be a Coxeter group (see [9])
generated by involutions S, and let ℓ(w) be the minimal length word
expressing w ∈ W as the product of generators from S. The Bruhat
order associated with (W,S) has a cover relation between w and wt if
t is conjugate to some s ∈ S and ℓ(wt) = ℓ(w)+ 1. Bruhat orders have
locally finite height [9, Corollary 2.2.4], are locally and pairwise-locally
shellable [9, Proposition 2.2.9 and Corollary 2.7.5], and are graded by
ℓ, hence their antichain cutsets are exactly the level sets.
4. Generalization to hypergraphs
We remark briefly that our proof of Theorem 1 has a generalization
to d-uniform hypergraphs. Recall that a transversal of a hypergraph
is a subset S of vertices that has nonempty intersection with every
edge. General background on transversals can be found in [4]. An
exact transversal is a transversal that meets each edge in exactly one
vertex. Thus, an antichain cutset for a poset P is an exact transversal
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for the hypergraph with vertex set P and edge set consisting of the
maximal chains of P .
We define a d-uniform hypergraph H to be strongly connected if for
every pair e and f of edges of H there is a sequence
e = e(0), e(1), . . . , e(n) = f
such that every adjacent pair has symmetric difference 2. The simplicial
complex 〈H〉 generated by H has faces consisting of all subsets of any
edge of H. It is clear that H is strongly connected if and only if 〈H〉 is
strongly connected in the simplicial complex sense discussed in Section
3.1.
The argument leading to Theorem 1 translates straightforwardly to:
Theorem 22. If H is a strongly connected d-uniform hypergraph, then
the exact transversals of H are pairwise disjoint.
The definitions for shellability and Cohen-Macaulay that we pre-
sented in Section 3.3 are specialized from more general definitions of
simplicial complexes, and strong connectivity still holds for such.
Corollary 23. If 〈H〉 is pure shellable or Cohen-Macaulay, then the
exact transversals of H are pairwise disjoint.
A d-uniform hypergraph is balanced if there is a d-coloring of the
vertices such that no edge contains two vertices with the same color.
Balanced uniform hypergraphs generalize (the set of maximal chains of)
graded posets. There is some literature on balanced Cohen-Macaulay
simplicial complexes [22, Chapter III.4 and references].
The same proof as that of Theorem 6 yields:
Theorem 24. If H is a balanced strongly connected d-uniform hyper-
graph, then the exact transversal sets of H consist exactly of the color
classes of vertices.
We comment that Theorems 24 and 2 can be seen as a generalization
of the fact that a connected bipartite graph has a unique 2-coloring (up
to renaming the colors).
Example 25. Consider the chessboard complex : the simplicial complex
with vertex set the squares of an a × b chessboard (a ≤ b), and faces
consisting of “non-taking rook configurations”, i.e., sets of squares with
no two on the same row or column. For any a, b this simplicial complex
is clearly (a − 1)-dimensional. Let Ca,b be the hypergraph of maximal
faces, that is, with edges consisting of sets of a non-taking rooks.
We notice that Ca,b is balanced, since every edge contains a rook from
each row. If a < b, then it is straightforward to show by exchanging
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rooks that Ca,b is strongly connected (this was essentially observed in
[5]). It follows that if a < b then the exact transversals for Ca,b are
in bijection with the rows of the chessboard, and consist of b vertices
corresponding to the squares of the given row.
In contrast, we notice that Ca,a does not have disjoint exact transver-
sals, since we have exact transversals in correspondence with the rows
of the chessboard, and (by transposition) additional exact transversals
in correspondence with the columns.
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